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The Ethics of Dissent 2019-03-01
winner of the 2021 best book award from the academy of management division of public and
nonprofit management rosemary o leary s the ethics of dissent offers a novel take on rule breakers
and whistle blowers in the federal government finding a book that elegantly interweaves theory case
detail and practice in a way useful to students and researching proves challenging o leary achieves
those aims randall davis southern illinois university from constructive contributors to deviant
destroyers government guerrillas work clandestinely against the best wishes of their superiors these
public servants are dissatisfied with the actions of the organizations for which they work but often
choose not to go public with their concerns in her third edition of the ethics of dissent rosemary o
leary shows that the majority of guerrilla government cases are the manifestation of inevitable
tensions between bureaucracy and democracy which yield immense ethical and organizational
challenges that all public managers must learn to navigate new to the third edition new examples of
guerrilla government showcase the power of public servants as well as their ethical obligations key
concepts are connected to real examples such as kim davis the kentucky county clerk who refused to
sign the marriage certificates of gay couples and kevin chmielewski the deputy chief of staff for
operations at the u s environmental protection agency epa who led environmental groups to the
wrong doings of epa administrator scott prewitt a new section on the creation of alt twitter accounts
designed to counter and even sabotage the policies of president donald trump highlights the power of
social media in guerrilla government activities a new section on the u s department of state dissent
channel provides readers with a positive example of the right way to dissent as a public servant a
new chapter on edward snowden demonstrates the practical relevance and contemporary importance
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of the world s largest security breach a new profile of u s department of state diplomat mary a wright
illustrates how she used her resignation to dissent about u s policies in iraq

The Ethics of Dissent 2006
guerrillas in government are all around us they can be as high profile as deep throat or as low profile
as the bureaucrat who belligerently slows the processing of an application for a driver s license their
dissent stems from dissatisfaction with the actions of public organizations they work for but they
strategically choose not to go public with their concerns instead they work against the wishes either
implicitly or explicitly communicated of their superiors and run the spectrum from anti establishment
liberals to fundamentalist conservatives from constructive contributors to deviant destroyers typically
guerrilla government is undetected as it is woven into the fabric of the everyday often mundane world
of bureaucracy rosemary o leary shows that the majority of guerrilla government cases are the
manifestation of inevitable tensions between bureaucracy and democracy which yield immense
ethical and organizational challenges that all public managers must learn to navigate to illustrate
these tensions and challenges o leary presents three in depth case studies and 21 mini case studies
that showcase the range of guerrillas from an official at a regional epa office to a doctor at a medical
school to the director of planning in a county office o leary s fresh analysis combined with great story
telling underscores the importance of dissent and presents strategies for ways public servants can
decide ethically to engage in guerrilla activity while offering ways public managers can learn to tap
into the potentially insightful creative ideas and energy of dissenters in order to make constructive
changes in the system
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The Ethics of Dissent: Managing Guerilla Government plus
Public Management: A Three-Dimensional Approach
Package 2005-12-15
the ethics of dissent is developed in this book through a new interpretation of the german philosopher
jurgen habermas s communicative ethics and political philosophy freedom the right to dissent and
thoughtful critique are emphasized in the concept of negative discourse ethics this critical perspective
is integrated in a broader interpretation of habermas s theory of communicative action and related to
the classical traditions of political philosophy represented by plato aristotle kant hegel kierkegaard
and rawls book jacket

Right to Dissent 2009
disagreement is for better or worse pervasive in our society not only do we form beliefs that differ
from those around us but increasingly we have platforms and opportunities to voice those
disagreements and make them public in light of the public nature of many of our most important
disagreements a key question emerges how does public disagreement affect what we know this
volume collects original essays from a number of prominent scholars including catherine elgin sanford
goldberg jennifer lackey michael patrick lynch and duncan pritchard among others to address this
question in its diverse forms the book is organized by thematic sections in which individual chapters
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address the epistemic ethical and political dimensions of dissent the individual contributions address
important issues such as the value of disagreement the nature of conversational disagreement when
dissent is epistemically rational when one is obligated to voice disagreement or to object the relation
of silence and resistance to dissent and when political dissent is justified voicing dissent offers a new
approach to the study of disagreement that will appeal to social epistemologists and ethicists
interested in this growing area of epistemology

Voicing Dissent 2018-02-01
a broadly liberal politics requires political compassion not simply in the sense of compassion for the
victims of injustice but also for opponents confronted through political protest and more broadly
dissent there are times when out of a sense of compassion a just cause should not be pressed there
are times when we need to accommodate the dreadfulness of loss for opponents even when the
cause for which they fight is unjust we may also have to come to terms with the irreversibility of
historic injustice and reconcile political compassion of this sort carries risks pushed too far it may
weaken our commitment to justice through too great a sympathy for those on the other side it would
be convenient if such compassion could be constrained by a clear set of political principles but
principles run the quite different risk of promoting an ossified dissent unable to respond to change in
this book tony milligan argues that principles are only a limited guide to dissent in unique contingent
circumstances they will not tell us how to deal with the truly difficult cases such as the following
should the lakota celebrate thanksgiving when is the crossing of a picket line justified what kind of
toleration must animal rights advocates cultivate to make progress within a broadly liberal political
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domain and how should we respond to the entangling of aspiration towards social justice with anger
and prejudice such as the anti zionist discourse we may be tempted to answer these questions by
presupposing that alignment the business of choosing sides is ultimately more important than
compassion but sometimes political compassion trumps alignment sometimes being on the right side
is not the most important thing

The Ethics of Political Dissent 2022-07-08
this book embraces the political intellectual social and cultural history of soviet russia providing a
useful perspective of putin s russia and with a strong historical and religious background the book
looks at the changing features of the soviet ideology from lenin to stalin and the moral universe of
stalin s time explores the history of the moral thinking of the dissident intelligentsia examines the
moral dimension of soviet dissent amongst dissidents of both religious and secular persuasions and
includes biographical material explores the ethical assumptions of the perestroika era firstly amongst
communist leaders and then in the emerging democratic and national forces

The Right to Dissent 2008
from constructive contributors to deviant destroyers government guerrillas work clandestinely against
the best wishes of their superiors these public servants are dissatisfied with the actions of the
organizations for which they work but often choose not to go public with their concerns in her third
edition of the ethics of dissent rosemary o leary shows that the majority of guerrilla government cases
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are the manifestation of inevitable tensions between bureaucracy and democracy which yield
immense ethical and organizational challenges that all public managers must learn to navigate

Conscience, Dissent and Reform in Soviet Russia 2008-08-05
this volume explores how nine different religious and secular traditions deal with pluralism dissent
and the challenges these issues pose

The Ethics of Dissent 2019-03-01
a broadly liberal politics requires political compassion not simply in the sense of compassion for the
victims of injustice but also for opponents confronted through political protest and more broadly
dissent there are times when out of a sense of compassion a just cause should not be pressed there
are times when we need to accommodate the dreadfulness of loss for opponents even when the
cause for which they fight is unjust we may also have to come to terms with the irreversibility of
historic injustice and reconcile political compassion of this sort carries risks pushed too far it may
weaken our commitment to justice through too great a sympathy for those on the other side it would
be convenient if such compassion could be constrained by a clear set of political principles but
principles run the quite different risk of promoting an ossified dissent unable to respond to change in
this book tony milligan argues that principles are only a limited guide to dissent in unique contingent
circumstances they will not tell us how to deal with the truly difficult cases such as the following
should the lakota celebrate thanksgiving when is the crossing of a picket line justified what kind of
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toleration must animal rights advocates cultivate to make progress within a broadly liberal political
domain and how should we respond to the entangling of aspiration towards social justice with anger
and prejudice such as the anti zionist discourse we may be tempted to answer these questions by
presupposing that alignment the business of choosing sides is ultimately more important than
compassion but sometimes political compassion trumps alignment sometimes being on the right side
is not the most important thing

Whistleblowing 1986
this volume explores how nine different religious and secular traditions deal with pluralism dissent
and the challenges these issues pose

Dissent on Core Beliefs 2015-04-23
this book offers the first comprehensive analysis of warfare ethics in early china as well as its
subsequent development chinese attitudes toward war are rich and nuanced ranging across amoral
realism defensive just war humanitarian intervention and mournful skepticism covering the five major
intellectual traditions in the golden age of chinese civilization confucian daoist mohist legalist and
military strategy schools the book s chapters immerse readers in the proper historical contexts
examine the moral concerns in the classical texts on their own terms reframe those concerns in
contemporary ethical idioms and forge a critical dialogue between the past and the present the
volume develops fresh moral interpretations of classical texts such as the art of war mencius xunzi
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mozi and the daodejing and discusses famous philosophers such as han fei and wang yang ming
representing antithetical schools of thought about warfare attention is also given to the military ethics
of the people s liberation army examining its thinking against the backdrop of its own civilizational
context this book will be of much interest to students of just war theory chinese politics ethics and
philosophy military studies and international relations in general

The Ethics of Political Dissent 2022-07-08
first published in 1988 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Dissent on Core Beliefs 2015
employees often disagree with workplace policies and practices leaving few workplaces unaffected by
organizational dissent while disagreement persists in most contemporary organizations how
employees express dissent at work and how their respective organizations respond to it vary widely
through the use of case studies first person accounts current examples conceptual models and
scholarly findings this work offers a comprehensive treatment of organizational dissent readers will
find a sensible balance between theoretical considerations and practical applications theoretical
considerations include how dissent fits within classical and contemporary organizational
communication approaches dissent s relationship to yet distinctiveness from related organizational
concepts like conflict resistance and voice explanations for why employees express dissent and how
they make sense of it the relationship between organizational dissent and ethics practical applications
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encompass recommendations for employees expressing dissent and managers responding to it
consideration of the range of events that trigger dissent strategies employees use to express dissent
and tools organizations can apply to solicit it effectively the unique challenges and benefits
associated with expressing dissent to management the book s specific focus and engaged voice
provide students scholars and practitioners with a deeper understanding of dissent as an important
aspect of workplace communication

The Right to Dissent 1986
mary wollstonecraft revolutionized ancient traditions of the virtues in modern and christian modes for
feminist and abolitionist aims formed by religious traditions of dissent wollstonecraft radically altered
the garments of the eighteenth century religious ethical political and aesthetic imagination she
sought to discard sexed virtues to shed corsets that restrict women s roles and rights to expose and
break chains of domination to exchange the vicious finery of the rich for virtue in rags and to design
garb fit for a society in which all participate in defining and cultivating common goods the virtues and
debate about them remain indispensable to modern christian traditions and democratic societies
when wed virtues and contestation are among the goods shared in common canonical in women and
gender studies feminist philosophy political science literary studies and history wollstonecraft is
mostly unknown or ignored in contemporary virtue ethics theology and religious studies modern
virtue seeks to transform prominent narratives in each wollstonecraft scholars debate whether
theology is ornamental or foundational for her radical arguments her use of the wardrobe metaphor
provides a fitting alternative modern virtue also challenges influential and competing narratives about
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the virtues in modernity these stories render modern virtue a contradiction in terms common goods
obsolete modern accounts of the virtues must address this two fold conundrum systems of
domination thwart virtue and mask vice and the virtues are integral to just socio political
transformation wollstonecraft s does just this

Chinese Just War Ethics 2015-05-15
this volume provides an in depth discussion on the central question how can people express and
survive dissent and disagreement in confined habitats in space the discussion is an important one
because it could be that the systems of inter dependence required to survive in space are so strong
that dissent becomes impossible john locke originally said that people have a right to use revolution
to overthrow a despotic regime but if revolution causes violence and damage that causes
depressurisation with the risk of killing many people is it even permissible to have a revolution how
then are people to express their liberty or dissatisfaction with their rulers the emergence of structures
of dissent and disagreement is an essential part of the construction of a framework of liberty in space
revolution is just the extreme example and thus the topic deserves in depth and immediate attention
even today the way in which we assemble organisations and corporations for the government and
private exploration of space must take into account the need for mechanisms to allow people to
express dissent
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Prophecy and Dissent, 1914-16 1988
one of the central difficulties to a right understanding of american civil military relations is the nature
of the u s military are our armed forces just obedient bureaucracies like most of the executive branch
or are they vocational professions granted significant autonomy and a unique role in these
relationships because of their expert knowledge and their expertise to apply it in the defense of
america to large measure the answer to this question should determine the behavior of the strategic
leaders of these professions including the uncommon behavior of public dissent using the revolt of the
generals in 2006 as stimulus the author develops from the study of military professions the critical
trust relationships that should have informed their individual decisions to dissent after doing so he
makes recommendations for the restoration of the professions ethic in this critical area of behavior by
the senior officers who are the professions strategic leaders

Dissent in Organizations 2011-07-12
the lack of public support for climate change policies and refusals to vaccinate children are just two
alarming illustrations of the impacts of dissent about scientific claims dissent can lead to confusion
false beliefs and widespread public doubt about highly justified scientific evidence even more
dangerously it has begun to corrode the very authority of scientific consensus and knowledge
deployed aggressively and to political ends some dissent can intimidate scientists stymie research
and lead both the public and policymakers to oppose important public policies firmly rooted in science
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to criticize dissent is however a fraught exercise skepticism and fearless debate are key to the
scientific process making it both vital and incredibly difficult to characterize and identify dissent that
is problematic in its approach and consequences indeed as de melo martín and intemann show the
criteria commonly proposed as means of identifying inappropriate dissent are flawed and the
strategies generally recommended to tackle such dissent are not only ineffective but could even
make the situation worse the fight against doubt proposes that progress on this front can best be
achieved by enhancing the trustworthiness of the scientific community and by being more realistic
about the limits of science when it comes to policymaking it shows that a richer understanding of the
context in which science operates is needed to disarm problematic dissent and those who deploy it
this the authors argue is the best way forward rather than diagnosing the many instances of wrong
headed dissent

Faithful Dissent 1987-03-01
a revelatory history of the first artist collective in the united states and its effort to reshape
nineteenth century art culture and politics the american pre raphaelites founded a uniquely
interdisciplinary movement composed of politically radical abolitionist artists and like minded
architects critics and scientists active during the civil war this dynamic collective united in a spirit of
protest seeking sweeping reforms of national art and culture painting dissent recovers the american
pre raphaelites from the margins of history and situates them at the center of transatlantic debates
about art slavery education and politics artists such as thomas charles farrer and john henry hill
championed a new style of landscape painting characterized by vibrant palettes antipicturesque
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compositions and meticulous brushwork their radicalism however was not solely one of style sophie
lynford traces how the american pre raphaelites proclaimed themselves catalysts of a wide ranging
reform movement that staged politically motivated interventions in multiple cultural arenas from
architecture and criticism to collecting exhibition design and higher education she examines how they
publicly rejected their prominent contemporaries the artists known as the hudson river school and
how they offered incisive critiques of antebellum society by importing british models of landscape
theory and practice beautifully illustrated and drawing on a wealth of archival material painting
dissent transforms our understanding of how american artists depicted the nation during the most
turbulent decades of the nineteenth century

Modern Virtue 2022
eighteenth century dissent and cambridge platonism identifies an ethically and politically engaged
philosophy of religion in eighteenth century rational dissent particularly in the work of richard price
1723 1791 and in the radical thought of mary wollstonecraft it traces their ethico political account of
reason natural theology and human freedom back to seventeenth century cambridge platonism and
thereby shows how popular histories of the philosophy of religion in modernity have been over
determined both by analytic philosophy of religion and by its critics the eighteenth century has
typically been portrayed as an age of reason defined as a project of rationalism liberalism and
increasing secularisation leading inevitably to nihilism and the collapse of modernity within this
narrative the rational dissenters have been accused of being the culmination of eighteenth century
rationalism in britain epitomising the philosophy of modernity this book challenges this reading of
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history by highlighting the importance of teleology deiformity the immutability of goodness and the
divinity of reason within the tradition of rational dissent and it demonstrates that the philosophy and
ethics of both price and wollstonecraft are profoundly theological price s philosophy of political liberty
and wollstonecraft s feminism both grounded in a platonic conception of freedom are perfectionist
and radical rather than liberal this has important implications for understanding the political nature of
eighteenth century philosophical theology these thinkers represent not so much a shaking off of
religion by secular rationality but a challenge to religious and political hegemony by distinguishing
price and wollstonecraft from other forms of rationalism including deism and socinianism this book
takes issue with the popular division of eighteenth century philosophy into rationalistic and empirical
strands and through considering the legacy of cambridge platonism draws attention to an alternative
philosophy of religion that lies between both empiricism and discursive inference

Dissent, Revolution and Liberty Beyond Earth 2018-04-20
the intimate life of dissent examines the meanings and implications of public acts of dissent drawing
on examples from ethnography and history acts of dissent are never simply just about abstract
principles but also come at great personal risk to both the dissidents and to those close to them
dissent is therefore embedded in deep complex and sometimes contradictory intimate relations this
book puts acts of high principle back into the personal relations out of which they emerge and take
effect raising new questions about the relationship between intimacy and political commitment it
does so through an introduction and eight individual chapters drawing on examples including sri
lankan leftists soviet dissidents tibetan exiles kurdish prisoners british pacifists indonesian student
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activists and jewish peace activists

Dissent and Strategic Leadership of the Military Professions
2008
since it was first published in 1991 the ethics challenge in public service has become a classic text
used by public managers and in public management programs across the country this second edition
is filled with practical tools and techniques for making ethical choices in the ambiguous pressured
world of public service it explores the day to day ethical dilemmas managers face in their work
including what to do when rules recommend one action and compassion another and whether it is
ethical to dissent from agency policy this essential text explores managers accountability to different
stakeholders and how to balance the often competing responsibilities

The Fight Against Doubt 2018-07-02
features information about cultural studies history of ideas and social sciences

Painting Dissent 2022-09-20
considers dissent its theological analysis and place in catholic life
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Eighteenth-Century Dissent and Cambridge Platonism
2017-05-12
rules of disengagement examines the reasons men and women in the military have disobeyed orders
and resisted the wars in iraq and afghanistan it takes readers into the courtroom where sailors
soldiers and marines have argued that these wars are illegal under international law and
unconstitutional under u s law through the voices of active duty service members and veterans it
explores the growing conviction among our troops that the wars are wrong while the obama
administration s pledge to remove all american troops from iraq by the end of 2011 is encouraging
and in no small way likely attributable to resistance by our armed forces it continues to fight in
afghanistan and the military may soon have a heightened presence elsewhere in the middle east and
in africa as such rules of disengagement provides inspiration and lessons for anyone who opposes an
interventionist u s military policy

The Right to Dissent 1974
the series religion and society rs contributes to the exploration of religions as social systems both in
western and non western societies in particular it examines religions in their differentiation from and
intersection with other cultural systems such as art economy law and politics due attention is given to
paradigmatic case or comparative studies that exhibit a clear theoretical orientation with the
empirical and historical data of religion and such aspects of religion as ritual the religious imagination
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constructions of tradition iconography or media in addition the formation of religious communities
their construction of identity and their relation to society and the wider public are key issues of this
series

The Intimate Life of Dissent: Anthropological Perspectives
2020-09-01
loyal dissent is the candid and inspiring story of a catholic priest and theologian who despite being
stripped of his right to teach as a catholic theologian by the vatican remains committed to the
catholic church over a nearly fifty year career charles e curran has distinguished himself as the most
well known and the most controversial catholic moral theologian in the united states on occasion he
has disagreed with official church teachings on subjects such as contraception homosexuality divorce
abortion moral norms and the role played by the hierarchical teaching office in moral matters
throughout however curran has remained a committed catholic a priest working for the reform of a
pilgrim church his positions he insists are always in accord with the best understanding of catholic
theology and always dedicated to the good of the church in 1986 years of clashes with church
authorities finally culminated in a decision by the congregation for the doctrine of the faith headed by
then cardinal josef ratzinger that curran was neither suitable nor eligible to be a professor of catholic
theology as a result of that vatican condemnation he was fired from his teaching position at catholic
university of america and since then no catholic university has been willing to hire him yet curran
continues to defend the possibility of legitimate dissent from those teachings of the catholic faith not
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core or central to it that are outside the realm of infallibility in word and deed he has worked in
support of more academic freedom in catholic higher education and for a structural change in the
church that would increase the role of the catholic community from local churches and parishes to all
the baptized people of god in this poignant and passionate memoir curran recounts his remarkable
story from his early years as a compliant pre vatican ii catholic through decades of teaching and
writing and a transformation that has brought him today to be recognized as a leader of progressive
catholicism throughout the world

Professional Dissent 1984
this volume provides an in depth discussion on the central question how can people express and
survive dissent and disagreement in confined habitats in space the discussion is an important one
because it could be that the systems of inter dependence required to survive in space are so strong
that dissent becomes impossible john locke originally said that people have a right to use revolution
to overthrow a despotic regime but if revolution causes violence and damage that causes
depressurisation with the risk of killing many people is it even permissible to have a revolution how
then are people to express their liberty or dissatisfaction with their rulers the emergence of structures
of dissent and disagreement is an essential part of the construction of a framework of liberty in space
revolution is just the extreme example and thus the topic deserves in depth and immediate attention
even today the way in which we assemble organisations and corporations for the government and
private exploration of space must take into account the need for mechanisms to allow people to
express dissent
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The Ethics Challenge in Public Service 2005-03-11
this book provides unique and detailed perspectives on different aspects of dissent protest and
disputes and how these have in turn continued to pose challenges in africa the contributors argue
that dissent protest and most forms of disputes in africa are the result of daily challenges that its
people have faced and continue to encounter to this day these challenges include amongst others
demands for transparency good governance and accountability waves of instability that have created
insecurity in most parts of the continent an unsustainable level of youth unemployment rapid
population growth a continent wide healthcare and poverty crises and numerous environmental
challenges the chapters elevate the debates on dissent protest and disputes conflict in africa by
adding new ideas and introducing new and useful interpretations the book s strength lies in the
contributors ability to conflate colonial and postcolonial tendencies to show how challenges of the
past are not so different from those of today while also presenting important historical issues from
various scholarly perspectives dissent protest and dispute in africa will be of interest for students and
scholars of african history politics and culture as well as those interested in social movements and
civil society

Loyalty, Dissent, and Betrayal 2005
synopsis coming soon
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Dissent in the Church 1988
denzin and giardina have brought together the works of leading cultural critics who have given
cultural studies a global framework that meets our need to examine the governing strategies of the
military the economy the media and educational elites this is a must read for those who want cultural
studies to really matter in the present moment patricia ticineto clough contesting empire globalizing
dissent cultural studies after 9 11 is a landmark text leading scholars from cultural studies education
gender studies and sociology reposition critical cultural studies research around the goals of moral
clarity and political intervention chapters range in focus from neoliberalism and democracy to
america s war on kids and the cultural politics of national identity

Rules of Disengagement 2009
describes how the lives and work of the following people have influenced the author s thinking william
godwin and mary wollstonecraft education alexander herzen politics peter kropotkin economics
martin buber society william richard lethaby and walter segal architecture

The Catholic School in an Age of Dissent 2002
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Orthodoxy, Heterodoxy and Dissent in India 2011-12-07

Loyal Dissent 2006-05-01

Dissent, Revolution and Liberty Beyond Earth 2016-03-10

Prophecy and Dissent, 1914-16 1988

Dissent, Protest and Dispute in Africa 2016-12-19

The Authoritarian Moment 2021-07-27
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Contesting Empire, Globalizing Dissent 2015-12-03

Influences 1991
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